WHAT IS COMPLIANCE? 
... AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?

• IUPUI IS A PROUD MEMBER OF BOTH NCAA DIVISION I AND THE SUMMIT LEAGUE.
  • WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION TO OUR PEERS TO FOLLOW THE RULES WE SET FOR OURSELVES.
  • SCHOOLS WORK TOGETHER TO WRITE THE RULES— NOT PEOPLE AT THE NCAA.
... SO WHAT’S MY JOB?

• THE COMPLIANCE OFFICE EXISTS TO PROTECT THE INSTITUTION.
  • WE ENSURE THAT NCAA LEGISLATION IS FOLLOWED, IN LETTER AND SPIRIT.
  • WE EDUCATE OTHERS ON NCAA AND SUMMIT LEAGUE LEGISLATION.
  • WE EXECUTE A COMPLIANCE MONITORING PROGRAM.
  • WE PROMOTE AND ADVOCATE FOR STUDENT-ATHLETE WELFARE.
  • WE REPRESENT IUPUI WITHIN THE LEAGUE AND INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS.
... SO WHAT’S MY JOB?

YOU, as a student-athlete, ARE ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR ELIGIBILITY.

PARTICIPATION IN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS IS A PRIVILEGE, NOT A RIGHT.
WHO CAN HELP ME PROTECT MY ELIGIBILITY?

• YOUR COACHING STAFF
• COMPLIANCE STAFF
• ATHLETICS ADVISING
• SENIOR IUPUI ADMINISTRATORS
WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN MEETING WITH US

• YOU WILL BE TREATED LIKE AN ADULT.
• OUR DOORS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS.
• EVERY QUESTION IS A GOOD QUESTION.
• THE VEGAS RULE
BUT FIRST....

• ADD TWO NUMBERS IN YOUR CELL PHONE. IF WE CALL, IT’S IMPORTANT.
  • 317-278-4281
  • 317-278-4110

• FOLLOW US ON TWITTER.
  • @IUPUICOMPLIANCE
YOU HAVE 5 YEARS AFTER INITIALLY ENROLLING TO PLAY 4 YEARS. PARTICIPATION **IN ANY AMOUNT** RESULTS IN BURNING A SEASON OF COMPETITION.
REDSHIRTING V. MEDICAL HARDSHIPS

- **REDSHIRTS** - A YEAR IN WHICH A STUDENT DOES NOT PARTICIPATE AT ALL. THIS DECISION IS MADE BY THE HEAD COACH, NOT THE STUDENT.

- **MEDICAL HARDSHIP WAIVERS** - APPLIED FOR TO “REGAIN” A YEAR OF COMPETITION AFTER A STUDENT COMPETES LIMITEDLY AND EARLY IN THE SEASON, BUT LATER BECAME SO SERIOUSLY INJURED OR ILL THAT HE OR SHE WAS INCAPACITATED THE REMAINDER OF THE SEASON.
THE NITTY GRITTY OF THE “5 YEAR CLOCK”

• THE “5 YEAR CLOCK” CAN BE PAUSED IN LIMITED CIRCUMSTANCES:
  • MILITARY SERVICE
  • REQUIRED RELIGIOUS MISSIONS
  • PEACE CORPS

• A 6TH YEAR MAY BE GRANTED IF A STUDENT LOSES THE OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN 2+ SEASONS OF COMPETITION.

• EXCEPTIONS TO “BURNING A YEAR”
  • SOCCER AND VOLLEYBALL: COMPETITION, WHILE ACADEMICALLY ELIGIBLE, DURING THE SPRING SEGMENT.
  • PRESEASON EXHIBITIONS/SCRIMMAGES DURING THE FRESHMAN YEAR
  • ALUMNI GAME AND FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
OUTSIDE COMPETITION

... OR, ANOTHER WAY TO “BURN A YEAR”

OUTSIDE COMPETITION- ORGANIZED PARTICIPATION IN ANY COMPETITION OUTSIDE OF IUPUI. IF TIME OR SCORE IS KEPT, UNIFORMS ARE WORN, OFFICIALS ARE PRESENT, THE EVENT IS PUBLICIZED, OR ROSTERS ARE KEPT, IT’S ORGANIZED COMPETITION.

FILL OUT AN OUTSIDE COMPETITION FORM USING JUMP FORWARD!
OUTSIDE COMPETITION

1. FRESHMEN DECLARED NON-QUALIFIERS MAY NOT PARTICIPATE IN OUTSIDE COMPETITION.
2. DON’T MISS CLASS! OUTSIDE COMPETITION DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR IS VERY LIMITED.
3. DON’T SIGN AN AGREEMENT TO PLAY UNLESS COMPLIANCE REVIEWS IT FIRST.
4. DON’T ACCEPT PRIZES UNLESS YOU’VE CHECKED WITH COMPLIANCE.
OUTSIDE COMPETITION EXPENSES

STUDENT-ATHLETES MAY RECEIVE “ACTUAL AND NECESSARY” EXPENSES FOR OUTSIDE COMPETITION FROM AN OUTSIDE SPONSOR, LIKE A NEIGHBOR OR LOCAL BUSINESS, UNLESS THE DONOR IS:

• AN IUPUI BOOSTER
• AN ATHLETICS AGENT
• PROFESSIONAL SPORTS ORGANIZATION

CHECK WITH COMPLIANCE BEFORE ACCEPTING EXPENSES.
“ACTUAL AND NECESSARY”

... DID SOME LAWYER MAKE THAT UP?

- **ACTUAL EXPENSES** - EXPENSES THAT CAME OUT OF YOUR POCKET.

- **NECESSARY EXPENSES** - AREN’T EXTRAVAGANT OR OPTIONAL, BUT TRULY NECESSARY FOR PARTICIPATION.

- EXAMPLES OF “ACTUAL AND NECESSARY EXPENSES” INCLUDE:
  - ENTRY FEES
  - UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT
  - BASIC TRAVEL EXPENSES
  - FACILITY USAGE FEES
  - MEDICAL TREATMENT AND PHYSICAL THERAPY

- DOES NOT INCLUDE COSTS FOR PARENTS/GUARDIANS
PRIZES AND AWARDS

YOU MAY RECEIVE PRIZES IN OUTSIDE COMPETITION, PROVIDED:

• CASH PRIZES:
  • THE PAYMENT DOES NOT EXCEED WHAT IT COST FOR YOU TO PARTICIPATE. (NOT COACHES, PARENTS)
  • THE PAYMENT COMES DIRECTLY FROM THE EVENT MANAGEMENT.

• AWARDS:
  • THE VALUE OF YOUR AWARD(S) (TROPHY, MEDAL, ETC.) IS LESS THAN $400, AND COMES DIRECTLY FROM THE EVENT’S MANAGEMENT.

EVEN IF NCAA RULES ALLOW YOU TO TAKE A PRIZE, REMEMBER TO CONSIDER THE AMATEURISM RULES IN YOUR SPORT. THIS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT IN GOLF.
75% OF OLYMPIANS ARE NCAA STUDENT-ATHLETES
WHAT ABOUT IUPUI PROMOS?

CURRENT STUDENT-ATHLETES ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO WIN PRIZES AT IUPUI ATHLETIC EVENTS.
PARTICIPATING “UNATTACHED”

• UNATTACHED PARTICIPANTS MUST CLEARLY DEFINE THEIR PARTICIPATION AS INDEPENDENT OF A TEAM, INCLUDING IUPUI.

• UNATTACHED PARTICIPANTS CANNOT:
  • REGISTER FOR THE EVENT WITH A TEAM.
  • WEAR IUPUI UNIFORMS, APPAREL, OR SHOES PROVIDED BY ATHLETICS.
  • ALL APPAREL AND EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE YOURS.
  • ACCEPT EXPENSES FROM A TEAM, INCLUDING IUPUI.
  • SCORE POINTS FOR ANY TEAM, INCLUDING IUPUI.
PROTECTING YOUR ELIGIBILITY
...WHEN ONE DAY, YOU WANT TO “GO PRO”
PARTICIPATING WITH PRO TEAMS

- CHECK WITH COMPLIANCE BEFORE FINALIZING PLANS.
- DON’T ACCEPT COMPENSATION OR EXPENSES.
- DON’T MISS CLASS.
- DON’T ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE TEAM.
- DO NOT COMPETE. EVEN IF IT’S A CASUAL SCRIMMAGE.
- YOUR COACH CANNOT BE INVOLVED.

Protect Your Eligibility Until the Right Time!
**AGENTS**

**AGENT**: Any individual who represents (or attempts to represent) you for the purpose of marketing your athletics ability or reputation or seeks to obtain any type of financial gain or benefit from your potential earnings as a pro athlete. Includes someone paid contingent on you earning an athletics scholarship.

**HINT:** They don’t usually call themselves agents. Advisors, brand managers, attorneys…
AGENTS

• **IT’S OKAY TO TALK TO AGENTS.**
  - MAKE SURE THEY’RE REGISTERED WITH IUPUI AND THE STATE OF INDIANA FIRST.
  - INVOLVE YOUR HEAD COACH AND THE PROFESSIONAL SPORTS COUNSELING PANEL.
PROTECTING YOUR ELIGIBILITY: AGENTS

• DO NOT AGREE OUT LOUD, OR IN WRITING. NOW OR FOR THE FUTURE.

• DO NOT ACCEPT BENEFITS.

• DO NOT ALLOW YOUR FAMILY OR FRIENDS TO ACCEPT BENEFITS.

• ATTORNEYS BECOME AGENTS IF THEY COMMUNICATE ON YOUR BEHALF.

• PAY ANY ATTORNEY HIS OR HER LEGAL FEES. YOU CANNOT RECEIVE FREE LEGAL SERVICES.
CAN I GET A JOB?

NCAA RULES DO NOT PROHIBIT STUDENT-ATHLETES FROM WORKING.

FILL OUT AN EMPLOYMENT FORM USING JUMP FORWARD.

• YOUR JOB MUST...
  • PAY YOU ONLY FOR WORK ACTUALLY PERFORMED
  • AT THE GOING RATE FOR SIMILAR WORK IN THAT AREA
  • CANNOT BE BASED ON ANY VALUE BASED ON YOUR REPUTATION OR ATHLETIC SKILL
  • KEEP YOUR NAME, PICTURE, AND ATHLETICS REPUTATION OUT OF ANY ADS OR PROMOTIONS

• YOU CAN START YOUR OWN COMPANY, BUT TALK TO COMPLIANCE IN MORE DETAIL FIRST.
CAN I TEACH LESSONS IN MY SPORT?

- **YOU CAN BE PAID FOR TEACHING LESSONS IF:**
  - YOU DO NOT USE IUPUI FACILITIES.
  - YOU DO MORE THAN “GO OUT AND PLAY”
  - YOU’RE PAID BY THE STUDENT
  - YOU DO NOT USE YOUR NAME, PICTURE, OR APPEARANCE TO ADVERTISE THE LESSONS.
  - YOU FILL OUT A FORM USING JUMP FORWARD
PROMOTING IUPUI AND CHARITIES

- **PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES** - DOING SOMETHING TO PROMOTE AN ORGANIZATION, SCHOOL, OR CHARITY. THIS INCLUDES IUPUI, THE ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT, OR YOUR TEAM.
  - ASK BEFORE DOING SOMETHING ON YOUR OWN!
  - YOU CAN’T MISS CLASS.
  - THE ACTIVITY SUPPORTS A TRUE CHARITY, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, OR NONPROFIT.
  - YOU CANNOT PROMOTE A FOR-PROFIT COMPANY, EVEN IF IT’S A CO-SPONSOR.
  - YOU CAN RECEIVE APPROVED EXPENSES FROM THE ORGANIZATION.
SUMMARY OF AMATEURISM

• THE NCAA ELIGIBILITY CENTER MUST DECLARE YOU AN AMATEUR IN YOUR SPORT BEFORE COMPETING AND WITHIN THE FIRST 45 DAYS OF PRACTICE. **AFTER THAT, IT’S ON YOU.**

• EASIEST WAYS TO FOREVER LOSE YOUR STATUS AS AN AMATEUR...
  
  • COMPETE ON A PRO TEAM.
  • ENTER YOUR SPORT’S DRAFT.
  • ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT (ORAL OR WRITTEN) WITH AN AGENT.
  • SIGN A COMMITMENT TO PLAY PROFESSIONAL SPORTS.
  • BE PAID (OR ACCEPT A PROMISE OF PAY) TO PARTICIPATE IN YOUR SPORT OR BASED ON YOUR ATHLETIC SKILL OR REPUTATION.

• WHEN IN DOUBT, **ASK BEFORE YOU ACT.**
SPORTS WAGERING

• **SPORTS WAGERING** - GIVING UP SOMETHING FOR THE POSSIBILITY OF GAINING SOMETHING OF VALUE, WHEN THAT RISK INVOLVES A SPORT SPONSORED BY THE NCAA.
  
  • BETTING ON YOUR OWN INSTITUTION RESULTS IN PERMANENT INELIGIBILITY.
  
  • PROVIDING INFORMATION TO OTHERS (FOR GAMBLING) IS A SIGNIFICANT VIOLATION.
  
  • EVEN “FRIENDLY” BETS ON THE GOLF COURSE OR AT PRACTICE ARE VIOLATIONS.
  
  • INCLUDES ONLINE BETTING.
  
  • INCLUDES DRAFT KINGS AND OTHER SIMILAR SITES.

• SPORTS WAGERING IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED BY THE NCAA AND CAN RESULT IN PRISON TIME.
DRUG TESTING

YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR KNOWING WHAT SUBSTANCES ARE IN YOUR BODY. PERIOD.

• THE NCAA CONDUCTS **YEAR ROUND** DRUG TESTING.

• TOBACCO IS PROHIBITED DURING ANY ATHLETIC ACTIVITY OR MEETING.

• PERFORMANCE ENHANCING DRUGS MAY ALSO CARRY LEGAL PENALTIES.
DRUG TESTING

• NOTIFY ATHLETIC TRAINING OF ALL PRESCRIPTIONS AND SUPPLEMENTS.
  • BRING COPIES OF PRESCRIPTIONS TO ATHLETIC TRAINING.
  • FILL OUT THE DIETARY SUPPLEMENT DISCLOSURE AND REVIEW FORM
  • KEEP TAKING YOUR PRESCRIBED MEDICINE

DO NOT TAKE MEDICINES THAT ARE NOT PRESCRIBED TO YOU!

Many college students report using ADD medicine (amphetamines) because they believe it helps them study. Studies show that taking non-prescribed medicine does NOT correspond to better grades.

Taking non-prescribed ADD medication does lead to:
- Positive drug tests
- Increased risk for high blood pressure, stroke, and seizures
- Risk of federal felony drug charges
DRUG TESTING

• NCAA PENALTIES
  • MOST DRUGS: A FULL CALENDAR YEAR OF INELIGIBILITY. STUDENTS MAY NOT “REDSHIRT” DURING THIS PENALTY.
    • A POSITIVE MARIJUANA RESULTS IN A “HALF” PENALTY (50% OF THE SEASON).
  • SECOND POSITIVE TESTS RESULT IN PERMANENT INELIGIBILITY FOR MOST DRUGS.
  • A SECOND POSITIVE MARIJUANA TEST RESULTS IN A FULL CALENDAR YEAR INELIGIBILITY.

• IUPUI PENALTIES
  • FIRST: EDUCATION, COUNSELING, COMMUNITY SERVICE, AND CONTINUED TESTING
  • SECOND: LOSS OF SCHOLARSHIP, EDUCATION, COUNSELING, AND COMMUNITY SERVICE
  • THIRD: PERMANENT LOSS OF ELIGIBILITY AT IUPUI
RECRUITING RULES
SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES

DO NOT PUBLICIZE A PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-ATHLETE’S RECRUITMENT, EVEN IF YOU ARE GOOD FRIENDS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Okay</th>
<th>Not Okay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Liking” your friend’s Facebook post</td>
<td>Commenting on her wall about how excited you are for her to visit IUPUI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congratulating your friend the day AFTER he or she signs an NLI with IUPUI</td>
<td>Snapchatting a video taken during a recruiting weekend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sending a recruit a DM about how great it was to meet her... on your own</td>
<td>Being asked by your coaching staff to keep in touch via social media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RECRUITING RULES FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES

• IS IT OKAY TO COMMUNICATE WITH RECRUITS?
  • YES, AS LONG AS IT’S NOT AT THE DIRECTION OF A COACH OR STAFF MEMBER. THIS INCLUDES TRANSLATING.
  • A COACH CAN’T ASK YOU TO CONTACT A RECRUIT, HAND THE PHONE TO YOU, OR ASK YOU TO JOIN A SKYPE CALL.

• WHY DO I NEED TO KNOW IF A VISIT IS “UNOFFICIAL” OR “OFFICIAL”?
  • YOU CANNOT TAKE AN UNOFFICIAL VISITOR OFF CAMPUS AT THE DIRECTION OF A COACHING STAFF MEMBER.
  • DON’T LET AN UNOFFICIAL VISITOR STAY AT YOUR OFF CAMPUS APARTMENT/HOUSE.
  • DON’T PAY FOR ANYTHING DURING AN UNOFFICIAL VISIT.
RECRUITING RULES FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES

• IS IT TRUE I GET PAID TO HOST A RECRUIT ON AN OFFICIAL VISIT?
  • SORT OF. YOU HAVE UP TO $40 PER DAY TO ENTERTAIN THE PSA.
  • YOU CANNOT BUY THEM ANYTHING, AND ALL ENTERTAINMENT MUST BE APPROPRIATE.
  • NO BARS, ALCOHOL, GENTLEMEN’S CLUBS, ETC.
  • NEVER GIVE THE HOST MONEY TO THE RECRUIT.
  • ALL ACTIVITIES MUST BE WITHIN 30 MILES OF CAMPUS.
  • ONLY CURRENT STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF SHOULD HAVE CONTACT WITH RECRUITS, EVEN ON A VISIT.
WELL KNOWN RECRUITING SCANDALS

• OLE MISS FOOTBALL 2016
• LOUISVILLE MEN’S BASKETBALL 2015-2016
• UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI FOOTBALL 2011
• SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY 1986
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY
... THE BARE BONES

BYLAW 14.01.2: “TO BE ELIGIBLE TO REPRESENT AN INSTITUTION IN INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS... A STUDENT-ATHLETE SHALL BE ENROLLED IN AT LEAST A MINIMUM FULL-TIME PROGRAM OF STUDIES, BE IN GOOD ACADEMIC STANDING, AND MAINTAIN PROGRESS TOWARDS A BACCALAUREATE... DEGREE.”
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY PROGRESS TOWARDS DEGREE

• BE ENROLLED FULL-TIME, UNLESS YOU ARE GRADUATING THAT SEMESTER.

• EVERY STUDENT-ATHLETE MUST PASS:
  • 6 HOURS EACH FALL AND SPRING
  • 18 HOURS EACH ACADEMIC YEAR (FALL AND SPRING COMBINED)

• FRESHMEN MUST ENTER THEIR 2ND YEAR WITH 24 CREDITS.
  • INCLUDES REMEDIAL CREDIT (UP TO 6 HOURS), AP OR IB CREDIT, DUEL ENROLLMENT, AND SUMMER CREDIT.

• MAINTAIN A GPA HIGH ENOUGH TO GRADUATE.
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY
PERCENTAGE OF DEGREE

• BEFORE ENTERING YOUR JUNIOR YEAR, YOU MUST BE ACCEPTED INTO A MAJOR.

• PERCENTAGE OF DEGREE REQUIREMENTS ARE BASED ON A 5 YEAR GRADUATION PLAN.
  • RISING JUNIORS NEED 40% OF THEIR DEGREE COMPLETED.
  • RISING SENIORS NEED 60% OF THEIR DEGREE COMPLETED.
  • RISING 5TH YEAR SENIORS NEED 80% OF THEIR DEGREE COMPLETED.
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

• WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MAJOR?
• WHAT IF I DOUBLE MAJOR?
• WHAT IF I AM “JUST SHORT” OF MY DEGREE PROGRESS?
• DO MINORS COUNT?
• WHAT IF I’M IN GRADUATE SCHOOL?
EXAMPLES OF CHEATING

• TELLING A PROFESSOR YOU WERE SICK, OR TRAVELLING WITH THE TEAM, WHEN YOU WEREN’T.
• GIVING TEST QUESTIONS TO A FRIEND IN A DIFFERENT SECTION.
• PRETENDING YOU’RE SOMEONE ELSE TO TAKE AN EXAM. OR, LETTING SOMEONE PRETEND TO BE YOU.
• TURNING IN AN ASSIGNMENT IF IT ISN’T 100% YOUR OWN.
• USING AN ONLINE TRANSLATION SERVICE IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASS.
• STORING FORMULAS IN YOUR CALCULATOR, UNLESS THE PROFESSOR SAYS IT’S OKAY.
• FAILING TO CITE SOMEONE ELSE’S ORIGINAL THOUGHT, EVEN IF YOU CHANGED THE WORDS AROUND.

ASK YOUR PROFESSOR FOR CLARIFICATION!

IF YOU HAVE THE QUESTION, SOMEONE ELSE DOES TOO.
ADVICE ON ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT

DO’S

• Ask questions: Is it okay to collaborate? Are online assignments considered group work? Open book?

• Let your professor know when you will miss class. Be proactive.

• You must be held to the same academic standards as any other student.

• Properly cite any thought that isn’t your own—even if it’s not a direct quote.

DON’TS

• Assume one professor’s class is just like another’s.

• Put yourself in a situation where it looks like you were cheating.

• Assume you won’t get caught. Professors have access to programs that identify plagiarism and track IP addresses.

• Think cheating is okay or normal.
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY
TRANSFER ISSUES

• COACHES FROM OTHER SCHOOLS NEED WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM COMPLIANCE TO TALK TO YOU ABOUT TRANSFERRING.

• STUDENT-ATHLETES CANNOT “TRANSFER AWAY” FROM ELIGIBILITY ISSUES.

• DIVISION I RULES REQUIRE STUDENT-ATHLETES TO:
  • LEAVE THEIR PREVIOUS INSTITUTIONS ELIGIBLE AND IN GOOD STANDING.
  • TRANSFER AT LEAST 12 CREDIT HOURS PER SEMESTER OF ATTENDANCE.
  • MEET PERCENTAGE TOWARDS DEGREE AT THE NEW SCHOOL.
  • LEAVE THEIR PREVIOUS INSTITUTIONS IN GOOD DISCIPLINARY STANDING.
THE GENERAL RULE:

ALL TRANSFERS MUST SIT OUT ONE FULL ACADEMIC YEAR. THE SUMMIT LEAGUE ADDS AN ADDITIONAL YEAR FOR INTRA-LEAGUE TRANSFERS.
ACADEMIC ELIGIBILITY TRANSFER ISSUES

• EXCEPTIONS:
  • ONE-TIME TRANSFER:
    • IN SPORTS OTHER THAN BASKETBALL
    • IUPUI POLICY REQUIRES A 2.6+ GPA TO USE THIS EXCEPTION.
  • GRADUATE STUDENTS:
    • NEVER TRANSFERRED BEFORE,
    • PREVIOUS INSTITUTION CANCELS HIS/HER SCHOLARSHIP,
    • PERMISSION OF THE FIRST INSTITUTION.

Waivers for immediate eligibility are no longer available to undergrads in DI.
FINANCIAL AID
OUTSIDE SCHOLARSHIPS

• STUDENT-ATHLETES MAY RECEIVE FINANCIAL AID FROM:
  • INDIVIDUALS ON WHOM YOU ARE NATURALLY OR LEGALLY DEPENDENT
  • ESTABLISHED, CONTINUING SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS, OR
    • THAT DOES NOT RESTRICT YOUR CHOICE OF INSTITUTION.
    • IS NOT CONNECTED TO IU OR IUPUI.
    • IS NOT AN OUTSIDE SPORTS TEAM OR ORGANIZATION FOR WHICH YOU COMPETED.
  • AWARDS SOLELY ON BASES HAVING NO RELATIONSHIP TO ATHLETICS
COMMON SOURCES OF FINANCIAL AID

FILL OUT OUTSIDE SCHOLARSHIP FORM

• FINANCIAL AID FROM AN IUPUI DEPARTMENT OTHER THAN ATHLETICS OR ADMISSIONS
  • BOOK LOAN PROGRAM
  • SCHOLARSHIP FROM YOUR MAJOR SCHOOL OR STUDENT GROUP
• SCHOLARSHIP FROM AN ORGANIZATION OUTSIDE OF IUPUI
• FINANCIAL AID FROM A GOVERNMENT OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
• GIFTS OR AWARDS FOR ATHLETICS ACCOMPLISHMENTS

NO ADDITIONAL FORM NEEDED

• ATHLETICS SCHOLARSHIP
• PELL GRANT
• 21ST CENTURY
• ADMISSIONS BASED AID
• LOANS

WHEN IN DOUBT, FILL OUT THE FORM.
ATHLETICS SCHOLARSHIP

CAN BE CANCELLED
- BEING INELIGIBLE
- VIOLATIONS OF RULES
- VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL
  - BY ACTION
  - IN WRITING
- GRADUATION
- EXHAusted Eligibility

CANNOT BE CANCELLED
- INJURY
- ILLNESS
- ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE
- RECRUITING “BETTER” ATHLETES
- ASKING FOR PERMISSION TO CONTACT
BENEFITS OF BEING A STUDENT-ATHLETE

- SPORTS NUTRITIONIST
- SPORTS PSYCHOLOGIST
- ACCESS TO NIFS AND OTHER TRAINING FACILITIES
- EQUIPMENT AND APPAREL
- MEDICAL EXPENSES
- MEALS INCIDENTAL TO PARTICIPATION ("UNLIMITED" MEALS)
- LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES (SAAC, CONFERENCES, ETC.)
- ACADEMIC RESOURCES
- COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS

Idea is to treat you as much like a normal student as possible, but make sure you have everything you need as an athlete.
# “EXTRA” BENEFITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Okay</th>
<th>Not Okay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allowing student-athletes to make up a test missed for home or away competition.</td>
<td>Parking services letting a student-athlete park in an EM spot or out of a ticket.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expediting a student conduct hearing so IUPUI can decide to allow you to compete.</td>
<td>A professor accusing you of cheating does not follow published academic misconduct procedures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The dining hall opens early for a team meal before home competition.</td>
<td>Delaying student conduct procedures until the end of the season.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS

• STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN TICKETED SPORTS WILL RECEIVE SPECIAL TRAINING.

• ALL SPORTS HAVE ACCESS TO COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION IN THEIR SPORT.
  • CAN’T SELL OR TRADE COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION.
  • TICKETS ARE TO BE USED BY YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS.
  • IF SOMEONE IS ON YOUR TICKET LIST, IT IS ASSUMED YOU HAVE A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP.
  • ALL GUESTS MUST PRESENT A PHOTO ID.
AWARDS

ALL AWARDS HAVE VALUE LIMITS, AND LIMITATIONS ON WHO CAN PROVIDE THE AWARD.

DO NOT SELL YOUR AWARDS!

IF YOU ARE NOT ELIGIBLE FOR THE EVENT, DON’T ACCEPT IT.

Check with Compliance before accepting an award outside of IUPUI, the NCAA, or the League.
“PREF” TREATMENT

- TRANSPORTATION AROUND INDIANAPOLIS OR CAMPUS
- DISCOUNTS BASED ON YOUR STATUS AS A STUDENT-ATHLETE
- FREE OR DISCOUNTED USE OF A TRAINING FACILITY NOT PROVIDED BY IUPUI
- ACCESS INTO A CLUB BECAUSE SOMEONE RECOGNIZES YOU AS A STUDENT-ATHLETE
- LOWER INTEREST RATES BECAUSE YOU’RE AN ATHLETE
- GIFTS OR CASH

STOP AND THINK... IF SOMEONE IS TREATING YOU SPECIALLY BECAUSE YOU’RE A STUDENT-ATHLETE, IT’S LIKELY AN NCAA VIOLATION.

USC FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL, MICHIGAN BASKETBALL, & BO JACKSON
I’M IN A TOUGH SITUATION. WHO SHOULD I TURN TO?

• YOUR HEAD COACH, SPORT ADMINISTRATOR, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, OR COMPLIANCE STAFF.

• THERE MAY BE OPTIONS AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU WITHIN THE RULES. FOR EXAMPLE...
  • A STUDENT-ATHLETE’S CAR IS BROKEN INTO. ALL HIS TEXTBOOKS ARE STOLEN, AND FINALS ARE COMING UP.
  • A STUDENT-ATHLETE’S GRANDPARENT PASSES AWAY, AND SHE CANNOT AFFORD THE FLIGHT HOME.
  • A STUDENT-ATHLETE’S HOME IS VANDALIZED DURING AN AWAY FROM HOME TRIP.

DON’T ACCEPT LOANS OR TEMPORARY ASSISTANCE WITHOUT CHECKING FIRST!
ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITY

IN-SEASON

- 20 HOURS PER WEEK
  - MAY BE EXCEEDED DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS THAT LAST AT LEAST A WEEK (E.G. SPRING BREAK)
- UP TO 4 HOURS PER DAY
  - GOLF PRACTICE ROUNDS MAY EXCEED 4 HOURS, PROVIDED THE 20 HOUR LIMIT IS MET.
  - DOES NOT APPLY TO SCHOOL HOLIDAYS.
- 1 DAY OFF PER WEEK
  - DOES NOT APPLY DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS THAT LAST AT LEAST A WEEK (E.G. SPRING BREAK)
  - COMPETITION COUNTS AS THREE HOURS

OUT OF SEASON

- UP TO 8 HOURS PER WEEK, INCLUDING UP TO 2 HOURS OF SKILL INSTRUCTION
- UP TO 4 HOURS PER DAY, 2 DAYS OFF PER WEEK
- ONLY SKILL INSTRUCTION, WEIGHT LIFTING, AND CONDITIONING ACTIVITIES ARE PERMISSIBLE.
- NO REQUIRED ACTIVITY DURING SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
- NO REQUIRED ACTIVITY FROM ONE WEEK PRIOR TO FINALS THROUGH THE END OF FINALS.
ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITY

• DO NOT MISS CLASS FOR PRACTICE, WEIGHTS, OR CONDITIONING. EVER.

• NO ATHLETIC ACTIVITY BETWEEN MIDNIGHT AND 5 AM.
  • DOES NOT APPLY TO COMPETITION.
  • “MIDNIGHT MADNESS” TYPE PRACTICES ARE AN EXCEPTION.

• TRAVEL DAYS CAN COUNT AS A DAY OFF.
  • NO SPORT RELATED ACTIVITY CAN OCCUR (I.E. FILM REVIEW ON THE BUS)
  • CANCELLED COMPETITION CAN ALSO COUNT AS A DAY OFF.

• PRACTICE AFTER COMPETITION IS PROHIBITED.
  • DOES NOT APPLY DURING A MULTI-DAY TOURNAMENT, BETWEEN EVENTS, OR DURING A DOUBLEHEADER.
If logs aren’t filled out, compliance will come to practice.
ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITY
WHAT COUNTS?

COUNTABLE

• PRACTICE AND SKILL INSTRUCTION
• COMPETITION
• INDIVIDUAL WORKOUTS, IF REQUIRED.
• “CAPTAINS” PRACTICES
• “WALK THROUGH” PRACTICES
• ANY OTHER ATHLETIC ACTIVITY SUPERVISED* OR HELD AT THE DIRECTION OF A COACH
• FILM REVIEW
• REQUIRED ATHLETIC RELATED MEETINGS

NON-COUNTABLE

• VOLUNTARY WEIGHTS AND OTHER TRAINING
• ADMINISTRATIVE MEETINGS
• STUDY TABLES AND TUTORING
• ATHLETIC TRAINING TREATMENT AND REHAB
• TEAM MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT
• MEDICAL TREATMENT AND EXAMS
• RECRUITING AND FUNDRAISING ACTIVITIES
• PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES

Swimming, diving, and field events have a safety exception. In those sports, coaches may supervise voluntary activity and provide safety related instruction, but not conduct the workout.
ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR

VOLUNTARY
- SOLELY INITIATED BY EACH PARTICIPATING STUDENT-ATHLETE
- ATTENDANCE IS NOT REPORTED TO A COACH
  - NON COACHING STAFF, SUCH AS ATHLETIC TRAINING, MAY BE PRESENT.
  - STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING MAY SUPERVISE, BUT NOT DIRECT, VOLUNTARY ACTIVITY.
- NO REWARD OR PUNISHMENT FOR PARTICIPATION
- COACHES DO NOT OBSERVE THE ACTIVITY*

MANDATORY
- OBSERVED BY A COACH *
- INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACTIVITY IS REPORTED BACK TO A COACHING STAFF MEMBER
- A COACH ASKS A SENIOR OR A CAPTAIN TO CALL A PRACTICE
- REWARDS FOR PARTICIPATION ARE OFFERED
- STUDENT-ATHLETES ARE PUNISHED FOR NOT PARTICIPATING.
ATHLETICALLY RELATED ACTIVITY
WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

**PRACTICE**
- Practice uses sport specific equipment, simulates competition, discusses strategy, or sets up offensive/defensive schemes.
- Occurs only during the in-season.
- May be conducted in public.

**SKILL INSTRUCTION**
- Typically held out of season.
- Typically does not involve sport equipment.
- Does not simulate competition activity, but instead focuses on specific skills.
- May not be publicized or conducted in public view.
LAWS OF THE LAND: DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

SIGNS OF ALCOHOL POISONING:

- Acting unusually confused
- Repetitively throwing up
- Breathing funny
- Unusually pale (or blue) skin
- You can’t wake them up

THE INDIANA LIFELINE LAW

- If you have a friend in trouble, call for help
- The Lifeline Law offers immunity from offenses like minor in possession and public intoxication.
- Call 911. Wait for help. Follow instructions.
LAWS OF THE LAND

IUPUI Athletics will NOT tolerate hazing in any form.

• HAZING CAN RESULT IN:
  • EXPULSION FROM IUPUI
  • CRIMINAL CHARGES
  • CIVIL LIABILITY
  • TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT REMOVAL OF STUDENT GROUPS... INCLUDING SPORTS TEAMS.
LAWS OF THE LAND: HAZING

STATE LAW:
FORCING OR REQUIRING ANOTHER PERSON, WITH OR WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THAT PERSON, TO PERFORM AN ACT THAT CREATES SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF BODILY INJURY AS A CONDITION OF ASSOCIATION WITH A GROUP OR ORGANIZATION.

IUPUI:
ANY ACTION TAKEN OR SITUATION CREATED, INTENTIONALLY, WHETHER ON OR OFF UNIVERSITY PREMISES, TO PRODUCE MENTAL OR PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT, EMBARRASSMENT, HARASSMENT OR RIDICULE.

EXAMPLES:
FORCED ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION
CREATION OF EXCESSIVE FATIGUE
HUMILIATING GAMES
PUBLIC STUNTS
TREASURE / SCAVENGER HUNTS
WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT IF THERE’S A PROBLEM WITH MY ELIGIBILITY?

• BE 100% HONEST AND OPEN
• KEEP ALL INFORMATION CONFIDENTIAL
• DON’T TRY TO INVESTIGATE BY YOURSELF!
WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT IF THERE’S A PROBLEM WITH MY ELIGIBILITY?

- ANYONE MUST REPORT SUSPECTED VIOLATIONS TO COMPLIANCE.
- SOMETIMES COMPLIANCE WILL INVESTIGATE AND REPORT AS NECESSARY.
- IF A VIOLATION MAY BE MORE SERIOUS OR INTENTIONAL, COMPLIANCE WILL CONVENE A COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE FURTHER. STUDENT CONDUCT MAY BE INVOLVED.
- STUDENT-ATHLETES INVOLVED IN AN INVESTIGATION OF POSSIBLE NCAA RULES VIOLATIONS MAY SEEK THE ADVICE OF AN ATTORNEY AT ANY TIME.
- IUPUI MAY DECLARE A STUDENT-ATHLETE INELIGIBLE DURING THE INVESTIGATION PROCESS.

Anonymous reporting is also available: https://secure.ethicspoint.com/domain/media/en/gui/17361/index.html
WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT IF THERE’S A PROBLEM WITH MY ELIGIBILITY?

• An “SAR Waiver” is necessary when a student-athlete is ineligible and needs to regain eligibility.

• You will be asked to sign a document allowing the NCAA to review your case, and also to provide a letter giving “your side of the story.”

• Common penalties include:
  • Sitting out part of the season
  • Donations to a charity
  • Volunteer work
QUESTIONS?